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Fea t u r e s

34 Tales of Love and Marriage
Each couple’s story is unique: how they met, fell in love
and decided to spend their lives together. Here meet three
very different couples: an opera singer and a hospital minister,
a pair of sweethearts from the Sunflower State and two
self-professed MIT geeks. All share one thing, though:
They chose to marry at The Kahala.
Story by Lily Stone

ON THE COVER

The light at the
end of the barrel:
The rising sun is
perfectly framed
by a North Shore
wave in this early
morning image
titled “Sunshine.”
For more, see
our story “At the
Breaking Point”
on page 42.
Photo by
Clark Little
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42 At the Breaking Point
Clark Little is part waterman, part mad man. He makes
his art in the midst of chaos, getting right inside the massive
waves that crash in the storied breaks of Oahu’s North Shore.
His reward for stepping into the liquid maelstrom? Some
of the most mesmerizing photographs of waves ever created.
Story by Lily Stone Photos by Clark Little

EXCLUSIVE FOOTWEAR FOR MEN
THE ROYAL HAWAIIAN CENTER
WWW.LEATHERSOULHAWAII.COM
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Hoku’s

Plumeria beach house

Our signature restaurant features contemporary island cuisine
for dinner and Sunday brunch.

For breakfast, lunch and dinner, enjoy casual beachfront dining
on the white sands of Kahala.

sunday brunch

the veranda

A delicious selection of dishes are served at Hoku’s and Plumeria Beach House.

The perfect spot for afternoon tea, pupus, cocktails and nightly entertainment.

experience Legendary dining

Call restaurant reservations at 739.8888 or,
from your room, press Restaurant Reservations

www.kahalaresort.com
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luxuriate. THE SPA SUITES AT THE KAHALA.

Enjoy pampering treatments from around the world.
Our unique Hawaiian therapies will caress your senses and soothe your spirit.
Experience serenity as you step through our lush gardens into
a realm of personal privacy and indulgent pleasures.

Call Spa Suites reservations at 808.739.8888 or,
from your room, press Spa Suites Reservations
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Clark gets right
inside some of the
most powerful
waves on earth —
just as they are
breaking — to
create innovative
and stunning
photographs.
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Hawaii is justifiably famous for its beauty. What’s not so well known — but just as
prevalent — is the artistry that flourishes here. In this issue of The Kahala you’ll meet people who
are creating art in all realms. “The Ukulele Dynasty” tells the tale of a Hawaiian family whose
patriarch traveled to Europe a century ago to study the craft of guitar building. He brought his
knowledge and skill home to the Islands and revolutionized the design of the ukulele, giving
Hawaii its definitive instrument — and sound. Today his sons and grandsons carry on his work.
“At the Breaking Point ” is the story of daredevil photographer Clark Little, an expert surfer who
takes his camera into the shore breaks of Oahu’s North Shore. Clark gets right inside some of the
most powerful waves on earth — just as they are breaking — to create innovative and stunning
photographs. “I love the ocean
so I don’t mind floundering
around and chasing that next
unique wave,” he says. “I’m so
fortunate and stoked.”
“Food for the Skin” tells the
tale of a couple that creates
artistry out of the bounty of the
land. Robin Williams and her
husband Chris Rooke run Ola
Hawaii on the Big Island; at
their rural homestead outside
Hilo, they create state-of-the-art
creams and lotions, masks and
soaps, all fashioned from the
best and most healing plants in
the Islands. Papaya facial masks,
coconut body butter, passion fruit soap, lemongrass lip balm? Ola’s many inventions offer bodies a
chance to experience the Hawaiian environment in a completely new and organic way. Warren
Sasaki creates his art from the bounty of the land, too. The Kahala’s garde manger, he is renowned
for his deft fruit and vegetable carvings. Read about him in “Second Sight.”
And then there is the Honolulu Academy of Arts, a museum begun in 1927 to introduce Hawaii’s
people to the wider world, a museum that today has an eclectic and world-class collection of
some 70,000 objects of art. “People don’t have to go to the capitals of Europe or parts of Asia to
see great work,” says Academy trustee Duane Preble. “We have an outstanding collection right
here.” You’ll find our story on the Academy on page 23.
So enjoy Hawaii’s beauty — and its art.

Mohawk, Clark Little
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The Kahala’s Warren Sasaki has an uncanny ability
to see things before they’re actually there

S T O R Y B Y C AT HA R I N E L O

PH O TOS BY DANA EDMUNDS
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Second Sight

W

Sasaki watched
the chefs whittle
elaborate birds
and flowers out
of fruits and
vegetables.“You
could do it,”
they told him.
“I could do it?”
he wondered.

arren Sasaki was 14 years old when
he began to develop his “tako eye,”
the exceptional ability to spot the elusive tako
(octopus) that camouflages itself on the ocean
floor. The trick, he reveals now, is to locate
obscure indicators — the mottled underside of
the small rocks the octopus overturns to build
its house, for example — that give away the
slick cephalopod’s whereabouts. In other words,
Sasaki doesn’t actually see the tako (“You can’t
see him!” he says) until after he has found him.
Warren’s keen eye has won him a reputation
as one of the best tako fishermen in Hawaii. But
his knack for seeing things before they manifest
has also led to an altogether different notoriety:
He is one of Hawaii’s most distinguished
chefs, widely recognized for his creative food
styling and ambitious fruit, vegetable and
ice carvings.
As The Kahala’s garde manger, Sasaki
presides over cold foods, and he is responsible
for creating the spreads that adorn buffet tables:
sashimi, sushi, crab legs, shellfish, oysters, cheese,
cold cuts, fruits, salads, dips, and dressings.
For Sasaki, a bare tablecloth is a blank canvas.
His finished masterpieces elevate the food and
transform it into art: Who could call this beauty
simply breakfast, lunch or dinner?
Actually, it all started with dinner. Warren
remembers his pre-teen culinary endeavors
with a hearty laugh. “I cooked steak every night.
Then one day, I added garlic salt and … ‘Eh,
that tastes even better!’” That first lesson led to
his now in-depth philosophy of taste, governed
by what he calls “the four Ss”: sweet , sour,
salty, spicy. He starts rattling off flavors like
a culinary slam poet. “Sweet: raw sugar, brown
sugar, palm sugar, honey,” he says. “Salty:
shoyu, oyster sauce, fish sauce. Spicy: wasabi,
horseradish, chili peppers. Sour: the vinegars
and citrus. All of these flavors create the
zing, the bang, the twang. They hit the back
of your tongue and make your glands water.
They take you to your highest heights.” His
ode to taste continues with “aromatics”: leaves,
fruits, stems, flowers, oils. Chefs balance food
by mixing and matching all of these properties,
he explains.
SASAKI’S PASSION for food found a new
direction one day, thanks to a group of visiting
Thai chefs. Sasaki, who by then was a graduate
of Kapi‘olani Community College’s renowned
Culinary Institute, watched the chefs whittle
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elaborate birds and flowers out of fruits and
vegetables. “I was blown away,” he remembers.
“You could do it,” they told him at the time.
“I could do it?” he wondered to himself. “Well,”
he replied, “I’d like to try.”
He tried, and aided by his tako eye, succeeded
far beyond his expectations. Using a knife he
created by soldering a hacksaw blade on to
a pencil-thick metal tube, Sasaki today turns
tomatoes into roses, honeydews into lotuses,
apples into birds, watermelons into turtles.
With his quick dexterity, a cantaloupe becomes
a blossoming water lily in twenty minutes,
a project that would take a beginner two hours.
He can even etch a melon billboard, sans serif
or Roman font, as you please. Imagination is
the limit for the carving veteran.

The centerpiece at his daughter’s 23rd
birthday party, for example, was an edible
bouquet of flowers: carrot-and-daikon imitations
of birds of paradise with stems fashioned from
wooden skewers threaded through green onions.
When the guests arrived, they asked, “Are we
supposed to eat that?” People who see a Sasaki
spread at The Kahala tend to have the same
reaction. “ They do a double take and ask, ‘Is
that food?’” Warren says. “If I can make them
take a second look, I’m doing my job.” ;
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at Ko Olina Golf Club provides a memorable and gratifying golf experience. Amenities
include a hands-free GPS system providing full course layout and tips to navigate each
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Three generat ions of Kamakas
have shaped the sound of Hawaii’s
favorit e inst rument

S T O R Y B Y C AT HA R I N E L O

PH O TOS BY DANA EDMUNDS
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T h e U ku l e l e Dy n a s t y

I

n 1879, three cabinetmakers from Madeira—
Manuel Nunes, Augusto Dias and Jose do
Espirito — boarded the Danish ship Ravenscrag,
bound for the faraway shores of Oahu. They
came to work on the sugar plantations, where
other Portuguese immigrants had introduced
a smaller version of a guitar, the machete de
braca, to fellow laborers. To the joy of those
who had learned to play it, Nunes, Dias and
Espirito were able to replicate the instrument.
From their adaptations evolved the modern
Hawaiian ukulele.

Quality was
so important
to Samuel
Kamaka that on
his deathbed
in 1953, he
admonished his
sons,“Don’t you
dare ruin the
family name by
making junk.”

Among Nunes’protégés was Samuel Kaiakaliilii
Kamaka, one of the first Hawaiians to become
proficient at playing the strings. Sam played not
only ukulele but also guitar, upright bass and
violin. In 1910, he traveled to New York City
to play music and then continued east across
the Atlantic. In Spain, Portugal and Italy, he
made a careful study of guitar making, and
when he returned to Honolulu, he opened
his own guitar shop in the basement of his
Kaimuki home. His creations were masterful —
but he couldn’t sell any. At the time, everyone
was fussing over the ukulele.
“Sam, you better start making ukuleles,”
his friends insisted. “You gonna starve.”
Kamaka conceded. Applying his guitarmaking knowledge to create a bigger sound,
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he built an ukulele with an oval-shaped body,
a departure from the standard figure eight.
“It looks like a pineapple,” an artist friend told
Sam. “I’ll paint it.”
That was in 1926. Two years later, the patented
“pineapple ukulele” became Kamaka’s signature
model and the cornerstone of the Kamaka
legacy. By the late ’30s, Kamaka was the only
Hawaiian ukulele maker still in business.
PLUNG, PLONG, PLING. In 2010, the 1926
pineapple ukulele still delivers the mellow
tone and distinct resonance it did eighty-four
years ago. Fred Kamaka, the younger of Sam’s
two sons (who is pictured overleaf ), plucks the
strings of the priceless instrument, which he
uses as a prop for the Kamaka factory tours he
leads at 550 South Street four days a week.
He pulls out a photo of himself at age 5 in
his father’s shop, where he and his brother
Samuel, Jr. worked after school each day. Back
then, Fred recalls, ukuleles went for $5 a pop.
Today they start at $650, and retailers wait four
months for their orders to be filled.
Samuel Kamaka’s craft was all about giving
form to function. His designs produced the
sound people identify with the Hawaiian ukulele:
Acoustic clarity is what validates the Kamaka
name. “We heard the word ‘junk’ thirty times
a day,” Fred says, remembering his father’s
blunt opinion of sub-standard workmanship.
Quality was so important to the patriarch
that on his deathbed in 1953, he admonished
his sons, “Don’t you dare ruin the family name
by making junk.”
Sam, Jr. and Fred incorporated Kamaka
Hawaii in 1968 and perpetuated the good name
of their father, who was inducted posthumously
into the Ukulele Hall of Fame in 2000. Today,
the company is run by a third generation of
Kamakas: Sam, Jr.’s sons Chris and Casey; and
Fred’s son, Fred, Jr. The grandsons continue
to adhere to Samuel’s exacting standards, and
a Kamaka family member personally inspects
each instrument before it’s considered “finished.”
The company produces approximately 4,000
ukuleles a year, which are shipped all over
the world.
As Fred, who is now 85, tells it, their sons
weren’t forced but rather found their own way
into the trade. “Girls, they gravitated to boys
playing music,” he explains, chuckling. “Our
sons asked, ‘Dad, can we have an ukulele?’
And we said, ‘No, but you can make one.’” ;
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Picasso, Gauguin, Hokusai:
The Honolulu Academy of Arts
brings the world’s great art
to the Islands

STORY BY MICHAEL SHAPIRO
PHO TO S BY DANA EDMUNDS
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T h e Pe op l e ’s M u s e u m

W

hen I look at a painting like “Trophy
V (for Jasper Johns),” I admit I’m not
completely sure what Robert Rauschenberg’s
game is about. A stenciled outline of the
United States floats in a lake of scummy white
paint. A pencil sketch of the golden ratio,
the sacred spiral, is appliquéd above chaotic
splashes of gray. A cardboard box is stapled
violently to the canvas. The salient feature is
just as incongruous: an open window, so that
the viewer sees through the painting to the
gallery wall behind. Interpreting this gritty,
industrial terrain is like trying to understand
glossolalia. The syllables sound familiar, but
the words make no sense; maybe those who
speak in tongues are divinely inspired, but
maybe they’re just crazy.

“It’s just an
amazing
collection that
was amassed
largely by a
very dedicated
group of
individuals
who loved art.”

“It has a kind of pulse and jazz to it,” says
artist Duane Preble as we commune with the
Rausch hanging in the Honolulu Academy of
Art’s permanent collection. We’re trying to
conjure meaning from an object seemingly
designed to frustrate, even mock, our effort
to make meaning. “Rauschenberg is giving you
your urban world, your city world. But he’s
making the whole thing mysterious, so the
fact that you can’t understand it is part of the
message,” says Preble. “If people get over their
preconceptions and open up to things, they can
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see something in a very fresh way. It makes life
bearable — more than bearable. It’s uplifting.”
So that window isn’t just a meaningless gesture;
it’s an invitation to see through our ideas about
things. But it’s also a joke; there’s nothing,
really, to see through to. There’s only the thing
itself. Now this ugly mélange of urban squalor
seems droll and funny. Even, I’ll concede,
a little beautiful.
“Trophy V” is only one among the Honolulu
Academy of Art’s many treasures. In some ways
it’s a surprise to come across a masterwork
by a major artist in a small city on the world’s
most isolated islands; sleepy Honolulu is
rarely accused of being a hub of high culture.
But the Academy’s founder, Anna Rice Cooke,
the daughter of a wealthy missionary family,
wanted to give those “born far from the centers
of art” (her words) a chance to participate in
a wider global culture; in so doing, she hoped
to lay the foundation for a more worldly,
cosmopolitan Hawaii.
“Mrs. Cooke felt that particularly the young
people here who probably weren’t going to
travel much, if at all, needed to see what the
rest of the world was doing,” says Preble,
professor emeritus at the University of Hawai‘i
and an Academy trustee since 1973. Since
opening in 1927, the HAA has achieved and
exceeded Anna Cooke’s ambition; today the
relatively small, rectilinear building across
Beretania Street from Thomas Square is a
world-class art museum, home to an eclectic
collection of some 70,000 objects from both
East and West, spanning antiquity to modernity.
It’s probably most famous for its Asian art,
including 5,000 Japanese Ukiyo-e woodblock
prints donated by author James Michener.
Among them is one of the museum’s significant
holdings: a complete series of Hokusai’s
Thirty-six Views of Mt. Fuji. Through the late
1990s and early 2000s, the museum went through
a period of major renovation and expansion,
widening its global scope by adding galleries for
Korean, Indian, Southeast Asian and Filipino
art; the small but refined collection in the
Jhamandas Watumull Gallery of Indian Art is
one of the museum’s highlights.
European and American art is also represented:
Picasso’s analytical cubism, Monet’s water lilies,
Modigliani’s attenuated women, van Gogh’s
luminous sheaves of wheat, Gauguin’s Tahitian
nudes (“My all-time favorite,” says Preble,
“just a fabulous use of color”). Up in the
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T h e Pe op l e ’s M u s e u m

Clare Boothe Luce Gallery sits one of
Calder’s playful wire sculptures, a distorted
self-portrait by Francis Bacon, de Chirico’s
imposing “The Great Machine” (which King
Bhumibol of Thailand studied intently when
he visited the Academy), and, of course, the
Rauschenberg. Neither is the contribution of
Hawaii’s artists glossed over; the John Dominis
and Damon Patches Holt Gallery features a
number of pre-contact Hawaiian artifacts and
a selection of work by artists who lived in and

“The Academy
is on such a
human scale.
It’s like walking
into your house.
Except your
house happens
to be full of
great art.”

were inspired by the Islands. Currently on
display in the gallery is “View of Hilo Bay” by
nineteenth-century Native Hawaiian painter
and scholar Joseph Nawahi; it was rescued
from the near oblivion of a Volcano antique
shop in 1984 and made famous, at least
locally, when it was featured on PBS’ Antiques
Roadshow in 2007.
“It’s just an amazing collection that was
amassed largely by a very dedicated group
of individuals who loved art,” says curator
of American and European Art, Theresa
Papanikolas. Individuals like Jim Foster, who
served as director from 1963 through 1982 and
presided over the Academy’s “golden age of
acquisition.” He also curated one of its historic
shows, Signals in the Sixties, which introduced
Honolulu to contemporary art in 1968. It was
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a watershed moment for the arts in Hawaii;
20,000 people walked through the museum’s
galleries in a single weekend. “They were
just blown away because they’d never seen
contemporary art like that,” recalls Preble. (Jimi
Hendrix, who was in town to play the Blaisdell
Center, showed up at the Academy’s Artpark
celebration in Thomas Square, where he treated
museumgoers to a tortured rendition of “The
Star-Spangled Banner.”) Or individuals like
current director Stephen Little, who brought
the treasures (as well as some of the monks)
of insular Bhutan to the West for the first time
in 2008 with The Dragon’s Gift: The Sacred
Arts of Bhutan.
What visitors see in the galleries is “really
just the tip of the iceberg,” says Papanikolas,
who since joining the museum last October has
been “mining” its vaults for prints and drawings.
“There’s a drawerful of prints by Picasso. We
have an important cache of Surrealist prints
by Joan Miró, Max Ernst, Salvador Dalí.
I’ve found a world-class collection of prints,
which forms the core of the Academy’s holdings
in European and American art — 15,000
objects, which is a pretty astounding number.”
Given the limited gallery space, it would take
years to exhibit all this hidden wealth, but
Papanikolas has begun. A series of etchings
by Francisco Goya, The Disasters of War,
was recently on display.
And the Academy is an academy, not only a
museum; a place where art isn’t just viewed but
created. The public is welcome to participate
in outreach and education programs, create
prints in the Honolulu Printmakers shop,
take classes in the Art Center, and study with
eminent resident and visiting artists. The
Academy doesn’t limit itself to static visual arts,
either. The Doris Duke Theatre at the Academy
remains a key venue for cinema in Honolulu.
All of which sharpens Anna Rice Cooke’s
vision of a worldly, culturally sophisticated
Hawaii. Yet even as it brings such refinement to
a place many wouldn’t even put on the cultural
map, the Academy maintains an endearing
local warmth, an Island humbleness that make
a visit unique among art museum experiences.
“What’s special about the Academy is that
it’s so inviting,” says Papanikolas. “It’s on such
a human scale. You don’t walk into cavernous
galleries; for the most part, it’s like walking into
your house. Except that your house happens
to be full of great art.” ;
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A small company on the Big Island crafts luscious potions
and lotions from Hawaii’s healing plants

S T O R Y B Y L I LY S T O N E
PHO TO S BY DANA EDMUNDS
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Food for the Skin

R

obin Williams walks through the Hilo
Farmers Market like a kid at a carnival:
marveling at its sights, thrilled at its promise.
The market is huge, fun and funky and easily
the best farmers market in all Hawaii. Growers
from Hamakua to Puna gather here, and
everywhere tables are overflowing with justpicked produce: apple bananas, lychee, mango,
limes, avocados, macadamia nuts, coffee
beans, and on and on. Rambutan, mangosteen,
soursop? Even the most exotic of the exotics are
here. Robin moves through it all as easy as
water in a wide-open river, stopping constantly
to talk with farmers who have become good
friends. There’s Pam, Robin’s source for coconut
and pineapple; Pam’s petite, tough and
efficient, an immigrant from China who
came to the Big Island over a decade ago and

Sandalwood,
ginger, vanilla,
coconut, citrus,
jasmine and
a dozen other
smells all hit
in a big, heady,
all-in-one
blast of scent.

works a large farm south of Hilo. There’s Tom,
Robin’s connection for cacao and coffee beans;
he’s a transplant from Haight Ashbury who
works a farm to the north in Papaikou. Both
Tom and Robin are irrepressibly gregarious;
their conversation is a riotous free for all, like
a spontaneous stand-up routine in the market.
(“We’re both blabbers,” Robin laughs, “and this
is a blab place.”)
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As Robin walks past the laden tables, she also
stops constantly to offer expertise. “Young
coconut,” she says, holding one aloft. “Its water
is great for cleaning and softening the skin.” Or
“Olena”— she holds up a stubbly orange root —
“a fantastic anti-inflammatory.” Or “Cacao”
— she proffers a handful of beans — “did you
know that it’s super high in antioxidants and
has anti-carcinogenic properties?” Robin knows
all of this because it’s her life now: She takes
the extravagance of the market, and up on the
hill above Hilo transforms it into goodness to
slather all over the body. Butters, scrubs, lotions,
soaps, masks? A waft of lemongrass, a glob of
coconut, a spritz of passionfruit? In an age
when so much of what we use is derived
from chemicals and synthetics, Robin and her
husband Chris Rooke have gone back to the
land, back to the aina, back to botanicals —
and they’re using the bounty of where they
live to create pure, organic food for the skin.
THEY’RE NEW TO THIS, Robin and Chris.
They’ve been married for twenty-six years but
began working with botanicals just five years
ago. Before that Robin was a modern dancer
and ran a clothing business; Chris was a
woodworker. They lived happily in Northern
California. But then came a woodworking
opportunity for Chris in Hawaii, and the couple
moved to Honolulu. “I decided to follow him
for once,” recalls Robin. “Before, our decisions
had always been for me.” But the woodworking
opportunity didn’t pan out, and so here were
Robin and Chris in Hawaii, trying to figure out
what to do next. Chris’ best friend John was
here, too; he’s descended from a family with a
strong Island history, a family Chris has known
since childhood. When John and Chris were
kids, John’s sister Kila used to make mud
pies, grind and mash things up and smush her
concoctions into the boys’ hair, onto their skin.
Now that Chris was all grown up, that childhood
experience was about to prove quite salient.
One day John and Kila’s mother confided that
Kila — even though she was now living in
California — was dreaming of making potions
from Hawaiian botanicals. She had an intuition
about it, perhaps tracing to her great-grandmother,
a renowned Hawaiian healer. Did Robin and
Chris want to do it?
“I went, ‘Oh my God, that’s it,’” remembers
Robin. “I just knew it was the right thing.”
Chris found a site, an old flower farm above
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Food for the Skin

Hilo. “It was perfect, cradled between two
volcanoes and in a place with so many pioneers
in farming. It was a way we could support
farmers, small businesses, the community, and
sustainability,” says Robin. “I fell in love with
the whole idea.” In December 2004, the
pair committed and began: Robin would take
the lead; Chris would continue doing his
own woodworking but be available to help as
needed. They named the company Ola Hawaii,
from the Hawaiian word ola, meaning life
force and wellbeing.

Every single
product that
Ola makes
contains the
“mother”
hydrosol, a
nourishing
blend of aloe,
mamaki, noni
and sugar cane.

THE FIRST YEAR — 2005 — was a year of
learning, experimenting, testing, developing,
designing. Kila’s knowledge and input was
invaluable, and Robin worked at breakneck speed:
The women had signed up to launch at a gift
show in New York City in January 2006 and
there was nothing for it but to be ready.
“We spent all Christmas jamming,” Robin
remembers. Chris came in to help fulltime as
the production manager and never left. “He’s
perfect for the job,” Robin says, “so logical and
methodical.” They launched their tropical
initiative in New York in the middle of winter.
Robin trudged through the snow with bags
full of pineapple face washes, lemongrass lip
balm and olena salt scrubs, thinking, “This is so
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weird!” Weird but wonderful. Four years
later, walking into Ola’s product room on the
Big Island, the smell is amazing: Sandalwood,
ginger, vanilla, coconut, citrus, jasmine and
a dozen other smells all hit in a big, heady,
all-in-one blast of scent. There are bottles
and jars of all shapes and sizes, representing
the seventy some odd different items that
Ola now makes.
Over in the production room, where Chris
is just finishing up a batch of after-sun
healing lotion infused with aloe, noni and
passionfruit, the smell is just as intense —
and there are many more bottles, along with
tubs and buckets and tins, all holding the
700 or so raw ingredients that Ola uses. At this
point, Kila creates recipes and Chris hones
them. “By the end, they’re super precise,” he
says, “down to the gram.” No surprise, really,
that artistry and precision would come naturally
to a lifelong woodworker.
Chris points out a hand-pounded copper
still from Portugal; it looks straight out of
Arabian Nights. He uses it to make distillates,
or “hydrosols” as he calls them, from different
plant elements; every single product that
Ola makes contains the “mother” hydrosol,
a nourishing blend of aloe, mamaki, noni and
sugar cane. Chris seems just as content as his
wife. “Doing this makes me happy,” he says,
“and that energy goes into the products. Then
people use the products and they’re happy.
And then they share their happiness. It’s like
throwing a stone in the water — my energy
of happiness radiates out.”
Robin brings out products to see and feel
and smell: a creamy macadamia nut cleanser, a
rich poi-and-honey face mask, a silky sandalwood
body butter. In the field across the way her
four goats are clambering on and off her
sleeping horse.
In the market, she’d talked about a term
she’d recently learned and fallen in love with:
“locavore.” “It’s someone who appreciates the
cultural significance of ingredients,” she’d
said, “someone who seeks out products that can
be easily traced to the source. They buy local
not just in their own neighborhoods but also
to support people around the world who are
locally focused. It’s a global connectivity.” She’d
evoked the Hawaiian word for harmony and
unison. “It’s” she’d said, “a lokahi.” ;
The Kahala uses Ola Hawaii products in its spa.
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Our world is beautiful, and everywhere you look it suggests
union. Birds and bees, flowers and trees, pollination, procreation:
Life is driven by fusion. Soil and seed produce masterpieces.
Mountain and sea forge rivers. Sunlight and rainfall make color bows
that arc across the sky. Unity is the central theme of existence.
And unity’s creator is love.
It’s an amazing energy, love:
potent, unpredictable, powerful, with its own wisdom and rhythm.
It unifies and offers happiness and common purpose. It lights the
world. And the greatest statement of faith in love is marriage.
Marriage says, I trust my love enough to promise to be constant and
kind, truthful and faithful. Marriage says my love is here. My love
isn’t leaving. And my love is yours. On these pages meet three
couples that decided to marry — and then did so at The Kahala.
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The Almanzas Lea Woods Friedman was an opera singer living in Manhattan when she decided to take a year off and return home to Hawaii
for “all things local.” Joshua Almanza was just out of Princeton Seminary when he came home to Hawaii for a twelve-month stint in hospital
ministry. The last thing either of them expected from a sabbatical in the Islands was a whirlwind courtship and marriage. But that’s what
happened after the pair met at a football game at Aloha Stadium: In three months they were engaged; and in six months, preparing to marry
at The Kahala.
The ceremony took place on the morning of July 4, 2008, with only family present — though with Lea’s many relatives in town from around
the world, even family represented nearly sixty people. “We were married by a kahu, a Hawaiian priest,” says Lea. “He talked about how none of
us are perfect, and marriage is a union of communication and love.” After the ceremony, everyone gathered for brunch at Hoku’s and then came
a chumchar, or traditional Chinese tea ceremony, at which the couple and younger family members offered their elders a special tea made from
ingredients to foster happiness, fertility and long life.
In the evening, Joshua and Lea welcomed 300 friends and extended family members to a bash in one of the hotel’s ballrooms. “We didn’t
want it too formal,” says Lea. “I’m an opera singer so I’ve already worn plenty of gowns. We wanted it to be fun and casual.” There was a candy
bar, a photo booth, a live band. The couple’s first dance was to Marvin Gaye’s “Your Precious Love” and after that, says Lea, “Everybody boogied.”
“The whole wedding was a very joyful event,” she says. “One of my favorite moments from the day came in the morning. My grandmother has
passed on, but we still feel her presence and her sign to us is the rainbow. On the morning of the ceremony, driving over, my family saw a huge
rainbow over Diamond Head. It brought everything full circle and told us, ‘Yes, this is where we were supposed to get married.’”
PHOTOS BY HARRINGTON PHOTOGRAPHY
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The Fannens Mike and Maureen Fannen met in the second grade, in the small town of Prairie Village, Kansas. Their lives ran on parallel
tracks — born and raised in the Sunflower State, college at the University of Kansas — but it wasn’t until a few years after they’d graduated,
when Maureen went to a poker game at Mike’s house, that they really discovered each other. “We spent a lot of time getting reacquainted playing
cards,” Maureen laughs. Fate dealt them a wonderful hand: They fell in love and decided to marry. But where? As a girl, Maureen had been to
Hawaii often with her family (“We all loved it,” she says), but Mike and his clan had never set foot in the Islands. “So I thought a wedding would be
a great way to get them there,” recalls Maureen. The pair knew what they wanted for the ceremony: small and intimate with only eleven guests.
Maureen started researching online and quickly hit on The Kahala. “I wanted everything done for me since I couldn’t be there myself in
advance,” she says. “I thought I would decide the date, the time and what we wanted to eat and that would be it. But there was so much to
pick out: music, flowers, the photographer, every little thing you could think of.”
The wedding took place on a glorious late afternoon on January 17, 2009: A little before sunset, Maureen’s father walked her down an orchidstrewn aisle to meet Mike at the altar. The couple exchanged vows as their families looked on, and after, everyone in the party sat down at a
long table by the ocean for a celebratory dinner. “Mike’s a vegetarian and I didn’t want there to be anything on the table he couldn’t eat,” says
Maureen, “so the hotel arranged a six-course vegetarian feast. Everything went so smoothly. I really am one of the only people I know who can
say, ‘I had a perfect wedding.’ Everybody who was there still talks about it. We’ve been plotting how to come back ever since.”
PHOTOS BY CHRISSY LAMB ERT PHOTOGRAPHY
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The Liangs Philip Liang is from Hong Kong, Isabella Tsao from Singapore but they met on the other side of the world, in the basement of the
Media Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Philip, a whiz kid who’d entered MIT at 15, was working on a prototype for a foldable
electric car when Isabella happened by on that pivotal day in 2002. The self-professed geeks hit it off immediately. “He’s very funny,” thought
Isabella, “and very interesting.” “She’s fun and smart and confident,” thought Philip, “and she knows more computer programming language than
I do!” Within six months Philip had whisked Isabella off to The Kahala, his family’s favorite vacation spot for three generations. “This,” he told
her, “is where I want to get married.” In 2006 he popped the question and formal preparations began.
On September 16, 2007, some 150 guests from around the globe gathered to celebrate the couple’s union. The day began with a ceremony
in the gazebo by the ocean. “The kahu who did the wedding tied a knot in a lei, and he said in the old days the knot represented marriage,”
remembers Isabella. “The lei was this living, natural thing from Hawaii, and I thought that was very beautiful.”
After the wedding, everyone gathered for a lunch of festive foods, including cupcake towers, pigs in a blanket and vibrant shave ice, which
came served in coconut shells. “It was very relaxed and fun,” remembers Philip. “People loved how colorful it all was.” In the afternoon guests
took it easy on the beach or around the hotel and prepared for the night ahead. The party was held in the Plumeria Beach House, with hula
dancers and fire spinners and a feast that included lobster risotto and foie gras. The wedding cake was three tiers, a moist raspberry concoction
with mauve icing that came festooned with macaroons and served with earl grey tea ice cream. The couple’s first dance was a salsa number.
“Everything was so beautiful,” says Isabella, “and everybody was in a happy mood.”
PHOTOS THESE PAGES AND OPENING PAGES BY V I S I O NAR I
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Fisherman (opening spread)
“This shot is one of my first,” says Clark.
“It’s an early morning shot, taken at
Ke Iki Beach on the North Shore. You
can see the fisherman in the distance;
that’s why I named it ‘Fisherman.’
“The wave at Ke Iki breaks close
to shore, and it’s the thickest wave I’ve
ever been in, shooting or surfing. It’s
more of a cube than a wave — it’s as
thick as it is tall. This wave was a ten-byten-foot cube of water. I was sitting
right in the tube, and it was like being
in a big cave. And the sound! It’s like
an earthquake. You’re holding the trigger
trying to get the best shot and then
boom! The wave explodes. Usually I try
to sneak out the back of the wave but
that doesn’t always happen — if I hold
on long enough trying to get that epic
shot, sometimes I get sucked over the
falls and thrown on the beach.
“Ke Iki is a favorite spot to shoot.
When it’s big, there aren’t too many
people out. I love to be in the ocean
without a crowd. And I love to get
thrown around … to some extent.”
Flame
“The way I look at it,” says Clark,“sunsets
are beautiful, waves are beautiful and
coconut trees are beautiful. But when
you can get all three together at once,
you get the ‘Whoa!’ factor. That’s what
happened in this image. I was shooting
in a shore break on the North Shore just
as the sun was setting. The colors in the
sky were just like the colors of fire, which
is why I called the image ‘Flame.’
“I don’t know if I plan these things
out. I’m in the ocean shooting because
I love to be in the ocean. Then I think
my passion starts to show, and you can
begin to see it in the images. I was 5
or 6 years old when I first experienced
the motion of the ocean, and in my 20s,
I was a serious surfer in the Waimea and
Ke Iki shore breaks. And my dad was a
photography teacher, so it’s in the blood.
It’s so meaningful to me to be able to share
these photographs with people around
the world. The positive feedback gets me
charged to go back out.”
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C

lark Little makes images in
bedlam. His “studio” is the
impact zone on Oahu’s North
Shore, where sea meets land
and huge slabs of water —
some of the most powerful
waves on the planet — rear up,
pitch forth and let go. In that instant,
Clark captures them — their sublime
grace, intricate architecture, astonishing
beauty — before everything around him
explodes in a frenzy of water and energy.
You’d think it’d all be a little … intense,
but not for Clark. “When I’m in the ocean,”
he says, “I feel just as calm as when I’m
lying in my bed at night going to sleep.
I feel like I belong there.” Every day he
marvels at the good fortune that gave him
both the skill of an incredible waterman
and the eye of a visionary photographer.
But he’s humble. “God created it,” he says.
“I’m just trying to capture it.”
S T O R Y B Y L I LY S T O N E

PH OTO S BY C LAR K LITTLE
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Green Waimea
“This shot was taken right before the
wave exploded,” says Clark. “I shot it
during the winter, and it was taken late
in the day, around 4:30 or 5. You can
see the sun going down behind the wave.
It was a really clear and glassy day with
good-sized waves. This wave had about
an eight- to twelve-foot face and it
was breaking about 100 feet offshore.
In the winter at Waimea Bay, the surf
gets big and sucks out sand. That creates
sandbars, which cause the waves to
break farther offshore.
“This picture brings back memories
from the days when I used to surf the
shore breaks a lot. Waimea is like a
second home to me. When I come walking
down the beach, and the waves are clean
and beautiful like that, I can barely
stop to put on my fins because I’m so
stoked to get into the shore break and
capture these images. The feeling is
awesome. Sometimes I think: ‘Will I get
crushed? Do I have enough breath?’
But I’m so excited that that gets pushed
aside and my adrenaline takes over.”
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Frothy Pit
“This definitely is a frothy pit,” says Clark.
“I was deep in the curl when I shot this
at Ke Iki Beach. It’s a really big wave.
I just love waves that look gnarly like
this one. You don’t have a glassy, perfect
feel, but you have such a unique mass
of foam and water all coming together.
To get it that clear with my camera was
great … I have my little secret of how
I do that. Everybody has their own trick
of the trade.
“When you’re standing in the shore
break waiting for a ten- to twelve-foot
wave, you have to really anticipate the
wave and where it’s going to break. It’s
hard to position yourself. Rip currents
are sucking you in and out, and if you
don’t time it correctly, you can get hurt:
A wave can hit you in the face, can toss
you all over the place. The ideal is to get
into that sweet spot, and to do that you
have to have a lot of confidence. Also
experience, knowledge and training and,
of course, tons of passion.”
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Red Dirt
“I took this shot in the winter of 2008,”
remembers Clark. “It was a classic North
Shore winter: It rained for two weeks
straight, and the rain began to wash red
dirt from the old sugar cane fields into
the ocean. The water was hideous, terrible.
I thought ‘I’ve seen shots of dirty water
before, but always in places like New
Jersey. I’ve never seen a shot of red dirt
water and surf.’ I said to my wife, ‘I’m
going to shoot it, why not?’ She said,
‘You’re absolutely crazy. You’re never
going to get anything.’ I said, ‘Just watch
me.’ I went out by the bridge at Laniakea
and got into the barrels in the surf. At
that moment, the sun popped so there
was this beautiful blue sky, coconut trees,
sandy beach — and this very odd red
pollution in the water.
“I’ve used this image all over the
world. People say, ‘What is that?’ They
seem to love it. And it taught me that you
never know what you’re going to get
until you go out and try. Still, my wife said,
‘You’d better put on Neosporin when
you come in.’”
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Goldilocks
“Sometimes the smaller waves are just
as exciting as the big ones,” says Clark.
“I try to get myself right into those
perfect waves. This is a shot I took at
about 7 in the morning, just as the sun
was rising over the horizon. The water
was glassy and clear, and as the sun
came up, the water filled with all of these
reflections. It looked like it was filled
with crystals and gold. It’s so gold,
which is why I named it ‘Goldilocks.’
It’s definitely a unique shot, a perfect
little nugget.
“I try to catch the art of the wave, to
show Mother Nature doing all of these
different things. There’s all kinds of stuff
out there: wind, lighting, texture. There’s
always something new. There’s a lot of
ocean in this world and there’s a lot of
land, and when they collide, there’s your
wave. To be in a wave is a special feeling
… and to capture a wave for people
who can’t be in it — for people who live
thousands of miles from the ocean —
is even more special.”
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Where® magazine is proud to present Where® Covers America, an
exclusive, limited-edition series of Where magazine covers by Peter Max.
Bringing together the legendary pop artist and the most trusted
name in visitor publications, these 20 extraordinary covers colorfully
illustrate the best of America. See more at www.wheretraveler.com
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